
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What's   a   few   million   among   friends?  
 
Published   on   February   9,   2020   by   Adam   Hunt  
 

I'm   a   great   fan   of   do-it-yourself,   especially   in   the   building   industry.   After   all,   it   was   the  
professionals   who   gave   us   leaky   buildings,   not   the   guy   replacing   his   own   roof   at   the  
weekend.   We   always   need   to   be   able   to   step   in   when   the   experts   are   wrong.   But  
sometimes   we   have   to   accept   that   professionals   can   do   a   better   job   than   us.  

REINZ   have   always   been   transparent   with   industry   statistics,   and   recently   they   released  
the   results   of   a   survey   about   AML   compliance   costs.   Their   estimate   is   that   our   AML  
regime   cost   the   sector   $20   million.  

That   sounds   like   a   lot   of   money:   it   is   worth   a   closer   look.   We   don't   have   numbers   yet,   but  
in   2019   there   were   probably   about   90,000   houses   sold   (thank   you   Properazzi).   Using   the  
calculator   at   Calculate.co.nz   I   got   an   average   real   estate   fee   of   a   shade   under   $22,500  
(ex.   GST)   for   the   average   national   sale   price   of   $629,000.   That   adds   up   to   a   total   fee  
base   of   roughly   $2   billion:   so   if   the   statistics   and   survey   are   correct,   the   AML   cost   was  
about   1%   of   what   the   industry   charged   their   customers.  

 

 



 

 

 

It's   nice   to   see   REINZ   fronting   up   with   this   sort   of   story   -   1%   in   the   first   year   of   a   new  
regime   sounds   pretty   reasonable,   and   of   course   costs   will   come   down   (although   the  
press   release   seems   to   suggest   they   will   rise).  

At   TICC   we've   carried   out   tens   of   thousands   of   real   estate   AML   jobs,   so   we've   got   a  
pretty   good   idea   of   what   it   costs.   As   an   experiment   I   thought   I'd   see   what   we   would  
have   charged   if   we'd   handled   the   CDD   on   every   one   of   those   sales.  

If   we'd   processed   the   AML   for   all   90,000   we   would   have   charged   (drum   roll)   a   bit   under  
$5   million.   Factoring   in   the   jobs   that   stop   between   AML   checks   and   agency   agreement,  
in   reality   it   would   be   more   like   $6   million   with   a   bit   of   support   and   training   added.   (That  
tapping   sound   is   my   competitor   figuring   out   my   average   charge:   let   me   help,   $67   across  
all   entity   types,   international   and   local).  

We   interact   with   reporting   entities   all   the   time,   meaning   we   see   how   others   do   it,  
including   the   guidance   and   approaches   promoted   in   various   sectors.   Based   on   those  
observations,   I   think   there   are   broadly   five   reasons   for   the   extra   $14   million   spent.  

● Internal   administration.   Even   outsourced   you   still   need   someone   to   be   the   focal  
point.   This   is   usually   combined   with   another   role   in   agency,   but   it   is   vastly   less  
efficient   when   you   have   to   keep   changing   job.  

● Audit   and   set-up.   But   this   doesn't   quite   sit   with   the   suggestion   that   costs   will   go  
up,   as   most   of   this   is   a   one-off,   and   the   audits   are   getting   very   efficient   now.   For  
our   DBG   clients   the   audit   fee   ends   up   being   a   few   hundred   dollars   per   office   due  
to   the   scale   advantage.  

● Denial:   many   people   think   this   is   a   pointless   regime   that   protects   no-one   (despite  
the   number   of   examples   we   aren't   allowed   to   mention   where   our   work   has   helped  
catch   a   criminal).   So   I   suspect   some   estimates   have   been   pumped   up   to   make   a  
point.  

● A   resistance   led   philosophy.   It   is   like   asking   my   kids   to   tidy   their   room:   a  
tendency   to   spend   more   time   arguing   against   it   that   it   would   take   to   just   get   on  
and   do   it.   This   is   the   biggest   pointless   cost   overhead   in   the   process,   and   when  
it's   encouraged   by   the   real   estate   agent   it   becomes   self   fulfilling.  

● The   persistence   of   what   we   call   the   banking   model   in   AML   -   the   continuous   drive  
to   standardise   and   over-automate   which   in   a   risk-based   regime   tends   to   drive   up  
costs   (including   for   the   customers)  

 

 



 

 

 

Some   of   the   muddled   thinking   still   persists:   the   sector   seems   to   think   information   reuse  
and   reliance   on   other   parties   makes   sense   -   it   not   only   undermines   the   basis   of   the  
regime,   it   increases   risk   of   non-compliance   and   in   our   experience   just   ends   up   costing  
more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


